Meeting Agenda

10:00am to 12:00pm

1. Welcome by PTWC Director Chip McCreery, NTWC Director James Gridley, State Co-Chair Dan Belanger
2. Updates from the TWCs
3. Tsunami.gov – what are plans for revisions and updates?
4. Process for review/refinement of state alerting areas and procedures to update or change them

12:00 noon – 1:00pm LUNCH

1:00pm to 2:50pm

5. Discussion: WCS Annual Work Plan / Action Chart
6. Schedule of periodic WCS meetings – how often?
7. Open forum/dialogue

BREAK (10 MINUTES)

3:00pm to 5:00pm

SPECIFIC TIME – REMOTE ACCESS/PARTICIPATION 1-877-917-1132 passcode 4419597

8. Discussion: Tsunami Advisory
   a. Options if term “Advisory” is removed from NWS alerting system. Remove; integrate with current warning, upgrade to new type of warning, transition to descriptive message, other thoughts?
   b. Style and structure for an Advisory-level alert, including headline (presentation)
   c. Tsunami Emergency (akin to Tornado Emergency?) needed, wanted, or not?